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Now we are sailing over the green fields, and far away. 

Keep a good look Out there, Jack. Tell me ynen pee perceive any signs of 

the sea. 

Yonder is York ; you can see the Minster ane its daughter churches, and the 

grim and frowning castle. Southwards we go. Much faster even than the 

“ Flying Dutchman.” 7 

What pace does our register record? 120 miles an hour. 

I thought it wes about that. 

Now we are oves London a good big town bet a very small place 

indeed compared to the London of our days. Do you see all those greea 

fields and woods, running almost up to St. Paul’s? Oxford Street, Regent 

Street, the Strand, to say nothing of the suburbs, are at this time but 

pleasant country lanes, and smiling meadows, watered by little tiny streams 

of pure fresh water. 

“The sea |” 

Yes, Jack, there it is. 

There is Shakespeare’s cliff, with its white chalk sides gleaming in the sun. 

Turn her head more to the south-west, Bob. 

Now before we leave you, I must remind you two boys, Bob and Charley, 

to be very careful. Take care of the girls, and don’t let them look over the 

vessel’s side too much. ‘There is a large space down below fitted up with thick 

transparent glass, and they can always look through it, and see what is 

happening underneath, if they like. You had better, however, as soon as we 

have gone, throw “the safety-net” over the deck, 

You are to keep tacking about, until such time as you will see me give youa 

signal. 

I shall send up a number of signal balloons, and their meaning will be 

this : 

A red balloon will mean ascend higher. 

A blue balloon i descend lower. 

A white balloon ,, stop. 

A green balloon ,, go on. 

A white and red balloon will mean follow us. 

' “ How are we going to descend ?”: ~ f 

I will show you. ; : 

Here boys, just undo ‘that. _ bundle which is tying on -the Iorepar of ne 

deck.


